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1. Answer the following questions : (any twelve) 1x12=12

1^ fen s

(a) Fill in the blanks :

^ ̂ ^ s

On the basis of the recommendations of Commission

Government of Assam constituted 'Assam Higher Secondary
Education Councir in 1984.

.  ws

(b) The word 'Environment' has been derived from the French word

(c) German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche used the word 'values' for
the first time in .

. * fefei ^

(d) A student could solve a sum by himself through repeated attempts.
Such learning is supported by method of learning.

C5t| ̂  <pfi<lCs1 1

^  ̂ I

fe) According to Gestalt Psychologist, learning is an intellectual activity
that involves tlie power of , percepHon and insight of the
learner.

■3TmffesKtft ^ (Mm
, ̂ 'j^4 ^5^ ^*4^ WlW ^ 1

0  Stimulus has- strong influence on attention.
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•  Give short answer in one sentence :

(g) In which year the Government of India adopted 'National Policy for
the Empowerment of Women ?

?

Ot) What is sensory memory ?

(i) What is retro-active inhibition ?

(j) What is Mode ?

(ic) Where did the first open school start in India ?

^'xs "gw.RWPl

(I) Seventeen students appeared in a test of mathematics. Eight students
failed in the test. The marks of the successful students were—44, 32,

.  65,-72, 78, 80, 38, 50 and 54. Calculate the median considering the
marks of all students.

^5]^xf\cf I 1*1^^

^5]^=f I — 44, 32, 65, 72, 78, 80,
38, 50 ̂  54 i ^

(m) Write the formula for finding out mode from frequency distribution
,table.

0

(n) What is voluntary or volitional attention ?

(o) Who was the propounder of Classical Conditioning Theory of
learning ?

ci[lpl<^ ?
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2. Answer any tivelve of the following questions : 2x12=24
S ■

{//) Write two suggestions given by 'Secondary Education Commission'
for development of personality of the students.

^ I .

(b) Write hoo importance of vocationalisation of Secondary Education in
India.

unsafe ^ ^ |
(cj Write huo merits of correspondence education.

^ wiwrR;-?! %T 9mH

(d) Write tivo objectives of environmental education.

(e) Define tlie concept of women empowerment.

^j%Tt ^1

(f) What is the theory of connectionism in learning ?
9\^<^ ^ 1%?

(g) Mention any two stages involved in the process of memory.
Slferf^ vsrl^NS ^ ^ ̂  ^ I

Oi) Write two objectives of mental hygiene! *

(i) Find the Mean and Mode from the following data : 1+1=2
fet ^ ^ s

52, 48, 30, 62, 58, 42, 38, 50

(j) Write two merits of Mean as a measurement of central tendency.

(k) Write txvo demerits of Median.

"Forgetting is necessary for memory"-Give reasons.
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I

' -*1 .

,fiv
(m) Mention txvo differences between maturation and learning.

"sriw^ ^ I

(n) Write tzvo objectives of Non-formal Education.

(0) Write tzvo principles of Environmental Education.
1*f^ ̂  ^ I

(p) What do you mean by value education ?
^Gijc<]W "Pf^ ̂ Pic=i pi ?

3; Answer any ten of the following questions : 4>=10=40
Wsfwf g

(a) Write/owr defects of secondary education system of India as pointed
out by "Secondary Education Commission".

Pm fet Pm

(b) Discuss any four importance of physical education for secondary
school students.

PWiiR Pf^ /WJW

(c) Discuss any four needs of population education.
Pw^ Rc^lcif i

(d) Discuss the educative value of Trial and Error methods of learning.
^ ̂ Pf^«t ^ i5rR:=^TTRt ̂  I

(e) Write four characteristics of insightful learning.
pp^cj^ t^Pfe Pf^ I

(f) Discuss the application of law of exercise in the classroom
environment.

(;2ef^pi^ £fC?n^ I

(g) Discuss four physical causes of forgetting.

Qi) Discuss four characteristics of conditioning learning,
pf^cj^ 1

(1) Define the meaning of Mental Health and Hygiene.
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(j) Discuss the characteristics of a'mentally healthy individual.

(k) What is frequency distribution table? Discuss the various steps
followed for classifying or organising scores into a frequency
distribution table. 1+3=4

^
£R:?rf^

(I) What is graphical representation of data ? Discuss the general
principles of graphical representation of data.

£rt%f^ ̂  C^? C^fSlfe Titsn^tt

(m) Draw a histogram and polygon on the same axis from the following
^ table : (use graph paper)

<1^^^ ^ S

Class Interval Frequency
(casf^ fefSR)

60-64 2

55-59 3

50-54 6

.  45-49 10

40-44 7

35-39 : ; , 5
30-34 ^ 3

N = 36

(n) "Attention and interest are like two sides of the same coin"
— Explain.

"■stwnTll'ff ^ ^ f5|f^ I w I
/

4. Answer any four of the following questions ; 6x4=24
fen 5//^ £t^ ^ S

(a) What do you mean by secondary education? Discuss about the
development of secondary education in Assam after independence

1+5=6
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ft "sn^ut^ 1wt*f
^iRcTtHf ■^l

(b) What is non-formal education ? Discuss the salient features of non-
formal education. 1+5=6

^  t#lW^ ^ i

(c) What is distance education ? Discuss the significant aspects of
distance education. 1+5=6
^  ̂ I

(d)' What is memory ? Discuss the marks of a good memory. 2+4=6
w:=WTf ^ I

(e) What do you mean by learning ? Discuss the important factors of
learning. 2+4=6

ft ^ I

/'f) Find out Quartile Deviation from the following distribution table:
2+2+2=6

F^lft R^jft °
Class Interval Frequency
(csl^ ftot^)

85-89 2
80-84 3
75-79 '5
70-74 - 7
65-69 : 8
60-64 12
55-59 7
50-54 6
45-49 4
40-44 3
35-39 3

N = 60

X-
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